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ABSTRACT
In this work, a new digital signature based on elliptic curves is presented. We established its efficiency and
security. The method, derived from a variant of ElGamal signature scheme, can be seen as a secure
alternative protocol if known systems are completely broken.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A lot of practical algorithms for digital signature have been developed since the invention of the
public key cryptography in the late 1970’s [1,12,11]. Let us recall the principle of these methods.
The signer Alice needs to possess two kinds of keys. The first one is private, must be kept secret
and stored only locally. The second is public and must be largely diffused to be accessible to the
other users. If Alice wishes to sign a particular message, a contract or a will , she has to give the
solutions of a hard mathematical equation depending of and of her public key. With the help of
her private key, she is able to solve the problem. Bob, the judge or anybody, can verify that the
solutions computed by Alice are valid. The algorithm is constructed in such a way that, for an
adversary, without knowing Alice private key, it is computationally too hard to solve the
considered equation. Nobody other than Alice can forge her signature and give the right answer,
even who conceived the signature equation. In 1985, Koblitz [8] and Miller [10] proposed
independently the use of elliptic curves in cryptography. They showed that there exist groups
more complex than the traditional multiplicative group (( / )∗ ,.) where is the set of all
integers and is a prime number. These structures are useful and practical in public key
cryptography. Opponent’s task became more complicated. In the same year, ElGamal [2]
proposed a digital signature protocol based on the discrete logarithm problem. Since then, many
similar schemes were elaborated and published [3, 4]. Among them, a new variant was presented
by one of the authors [7] in 2010 and later, exploited for interesting research works connected to
the networks privacy and anonymity [15,16].
Permanently, classical signature schemes are facing attacks more and more sophisticated. If these
systems are completely broken, alternative protocols, previously designed, prepared and tested,
would be useful.
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In this article, we apply a variant of ElGamal scheme to build a new digital signature based on the
elliptic curves. The efficiency of the method is discussed and its security analyzed.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we review the basic ElGamal digital signature
algorithm. A known variant [7] of this protocol is described in section 3. In section 4, we recall
the standard definition of the group law defined on elliptic curves. Section 5 is devoted to our
new digital signature method. We end with the conclusion in section 6.
In the sequel, we will respect ElGamal paper notations [2]. , are respectively the sets of
integers and non-negative integers. For every positive integer , we denote by / the finite
ring of modular integers and by ( / )∗ the multiplicative group of its invertible elements. Let, , be three integers. The great common divisor of and is denoted by gcd ( , ). We write≡ [ ] if divides the difference − , and = if is the remainder in the division
of by . The bit-length of an integer is the number of bits in its binary representation.
We start by describing the original ElGamal signature scheme.
2. ELGAMAL SIGNATURE PROTOCOL
In this section we recall ElGamal signature scheme [2].
1. Alice chooses three numbers:
- p, a large prime integer.
- α, a primitive root of the finite multiplicative group ( /p )∗.
- x, a random element in {1,2, . . , p − 1}.
Then she computes = . Alice public keys are ( , , ), and her private key.
2. To sign the message , Alice needs to solve the equation :≡ [ ] (1)
where , are the unknown variables.
Alice fixes arbitrary to be = , where is chosen randomly and invertible modulo− 1. Equation (1) is then equivalent to :≡ + [ − 1] (2)
As Alice knows the secret key , and as the integer is invertible modulo − 1, she computes
the other unknown variable by ≡ [ − 1].
3. Bob can verify the signature by checking that congruence (1) is valid for the variables and
given by Alice. Observe that, in step 1, we need to know how to product prime integers.
Generally, the running time for generating these numbers takes the most important part in the
total running time. In [6], we obtained interesting experimental results, and concluded by
suggesting some rapid procedures.
In the next section, we recall briefly a digital signature protocol that was conceived by one of the
authors in 2011.
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3. VARIANT OF ELGAMAL SIGNATURE PROTOCOL
We describe a variant of ElGamal signature protocol.
This variant [7] is based on the equation:≡ [ ] (3), , are three unknown parameters, and ( , , ) are Alice public keys, is a large prime
integer. α is a primitive root of the finite multiplicative group ( / )∗. is calculated by= , is a random element in {1,2, . . . , − 1}.
Let = ( ), where is a hash function, and the message to be signed by Alice.
To solve (3), Alice fixes arbitrary to be = , and to be = , where ,
are chosen randomly in {1,2, . . . , − 1}.
Equation (3) is then equivalent to≡ + + [ − 1] (4)
Since Alice knows the values of , , , , , she can compute the third unknown variable . Bob
can verify the signature by checking the congruence (3).
This scheme has the advantage that it does not use the extended Euclidean algorithm for
computing ( − 1).
We illustrate the technique by the example given by the author of this variant [7].
Example 3.1. Let ( , , ) be Alice public keys where = 509, = 2 and = 482. We
emphasise that we are not sure if using a small value of α does not weaken the system. The
private key is = 281. Suppose that Alice wants to produce a signature for the message M for
which ≡ ( ) ≡ 432 [508] with the two random exponents = 208 and l = 386. She
computes ≡ ≡ 2 ≡ 332 [ ], ≡ ≡ 2 ≡ 39 [ ] and ≡ + + ≡440 [ − 1].
Bob or anyone can verify the relation ≡ [ ]. Indeed, we find that ≡ 436 [ ] and≡ 436 [ ]. Notice here that and are even integers unlike in ElGamal protocol where
the exponent is always odd since it must be relatively prime with ( − 1).
4. GROUP LAW ON ELLIPTIC CURVES
In this section we recall the additive operation on points belonging to an elliptic curve ( ). For
more details, we refer the reader to [8,9,10,11,12].
Suppose that the equation of ( ) is≡ + + [ ], (5)
where is a prime integer and , ∈ {1,2, … , − 1}.
Let ( , ) and ( , ) two points on the curve ( ) and an imaginary point at infinity.
1. If ≠ , then
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≡ − − [ ], ≡ −− [ ]≡ ( − ) − [ ]
2. If = and = then = .
3. If = and = 0 then = .
4. If = and ≠ 0 then
≡ − 2 [ ], ≡ 3 +2 [ ]≡ ( − ) − [ ]
With this additive law, the elliptic curve becomes a finite Abelian group. Its structure seems to be
more complex than the traditional multiplicative group
∗
.
We move to the next section where we describe our method.
5. OUR SIGNATURE PROTOCOL BASED ON ELLIPTIC CURVES
In this section we present our signature scheme. For elliptic curves digital signature algorithm
(ECDSA) based partially on the ElGamal classical protocol, see [14, p.297] or [8, p.134]. Our
method has some advantages and can be seen as an alternative if known systems are completely
broken. Unlike what happens with other algorithms, we don’t need to compute any modular
inverse.
5.1. Description of our protocol :
Let be a prime integer and ( ) the elliptic curve defined by= + + [ ] (6)
From the last section, we know that the points of the elliptic curve, with the particular point at
infinity , form an additive Abelian group (E, +).
Let G be an element of the curve whose order is a large prime integer . We put B = αG whereα is taken randomly in {1,2, . . . , − 1} as Alice private key.
For a message , we compute = ( ) where is a secure hash function, like SHA1[9,14].
We suppose that < .
Alice public keys are ( , , , , ). We propose the following new protocol:
If Alice wants to sign the message , she has to give the solutions of the equation:= + + (7)
Where ( , ), ( , ) are two unknown points belonging to the curve . Points , and integer
are to be determined by Alice. Her signature is ( , , ) is formed by two points and a natural
integer < .
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To solve the equation (7) Alice sets = , = where and are chosen randomly in{1,2, … , − 1} . Equation (7) is equivalent to : = + + αG and as is the order of
the point , we obtain:≡ + + [ ] (8)
Knowing , , , and Alice is able to compute the last unknown variable . So she has all the
solutions of relation (7).
Notice that there exist efficient algorithms for the elliptic curve scalar multiplication, see for
instance [5].
In another hand, Bob can verify the validity of the solutions by replacing , and in the original
relation.
Observe that in our scheme, unlike ECDSA[8,14], we don’t need to compute any modular
inverse.
Let us illustrate the method by the following example.
Example 5.1. Let ( ) be the elliptic curve defined by ≡ + 6 + 2 [757].
We find that the cardinality of ( ) is = 791. The point = (529,566) has as order the prime
integer = 113.
Assume that Alice private key is = 78 so = = (319,629).
Alice public keys are therefore ( , , , , ).
Suppose that the hashed of the message is ≡ ( ) ≡ 56 [ ] and that Alice wants to sign
the message .
Let us admit that Alice chooses the random exponents = 81 and = 63.
She calculates = = (248,195) and S= = (157,326).
By formula (8) : ≡ + + ≡ 52 [ ].
So the signature is ( , , ) = (248, 195, 157, 326, 52).
We can check that = (555,156), = (555,601), = (292,266), = (26,319), and
therefore = + + .
Remark 5.1: Alice can sign two messages with the same secret couple ( , ) without risking to
reveal her private key . Indeed, let ( , , ) and ( , , ) be the signature of two different
messages and associated to the secret couple ( , ). We have≡ + + [ ]≡ + + [ ]
where = ( ) and = ( ).
We have two modular equations and three unknown variables , and . It seems that it is not an
easy task to retrieve secret parameters and . Notice that parts of  papers [15] and [16] are
based on a similar remark figuring in [7].
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5.2. Security analysis :
Now that we presented the protocol, we start discussing some eventual attacks. Assume that
Oscar is Alice opponent.
Attack 1 : Suppose that Oscar knows Alice signature for a message , and he tries to find Alice
private key . As formula (7) is equivalent to ≡ + + [ ], Oscar cannot compute
since he ignores the values of the parameters and .
Attack 2 : Suppose that Oscar tries to forge Alice signature by fixing arbitrary two parameters
and looking for the third:
(1) If Oscar fixes and and aims to compute in equation (7), he will be confronted to the
elliptic curves discrete logarithm problem.
(2) If Oscar fixes and or and t, he will have from formula (7), + = − and
there is no known way to solve this type of equations.
Attack 3 : Suppose that Oscar has obtained different valid signatures for messages , ∈{1,2, . . . , − 1}, ∈ . If we put = ( ), he will get a system of modular equations:
(S)
≡ + + [ ]≡ + + [ ]⋮ ⋮ ⋮≡ + + [ ]
Since system ( ) contains 2 + 1 unknown variables , , , ∈ {1,2, . . , − 1}, Oscar will find
many solutions. He cannot know the correct one due to the uniqueness of Alice private key α.
5.3. Complexity of our method :
As in [4], let , , , be respectively the time to perform a multiple point in an
elliptic curve, a modular multiplication and a hash function computation of a message . We
ignore the time required for modular additions, substractions, comparisons and make the
conversion = 240 .
The signer Alice needs to perform two multiple points, three modular multiplications and one
hash function computation. So the global required time is : = 2 + 3 + =483 + .
The verifier Bob needs to perform four multiple points in an elliptic curve and one hash function
computation. So the global required time is : = 4 + = 960 +
The cost of communication, without , is 12| |, since to sign, Alice transmits ( , , , , ) and( , , ); |p| denoting the bit-length of the integer .
6. CONCLUSION
In this work we presented a new digital signature. A variant of ElGamal signature scheme was
applied to the elliptic curves. We also analyzed its security and efficiency. The method can be
seen as a practical alternative system if known protocols are completely broken.
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